
  

  
 

  

‘Nobody can do for little children what grandparents do. Grandparents sort of sprinkle stardust over 
the lives of little children.’ 
To honour their unconditional love, the pre-primary wing of DWPS Noida extension celebrated 
Grandparents Day with great fervour and enthusiasm. 
The celebration continued for two days. Ramayana is not just a story, but also an educational medium to 
demonstrate the importance of values such as love respect towards parents and family, keeping up 
promises, protecting the weak and so on. On day 1, Class Prep students brilliantly depicted some phases 
of Ramayana through a beautiful presentation. The grandparents were overwhelmed to see their 
grandchildren performing.  
India is a land of varied cultures and traditions. In India, we have festivals and celebrations virtually every 
day, and dances are performed to express joy and festivity. On day 2, the tiny tots of Class nursery danced 
on the beats of folk songs of different states of India. The scintillating performances of the children left 
everybody mesmerised.  

 

 

Grandparents participated zealously in different games which added 
a spark in the celebration with their robust participation. They were 
invited to express their thoughts. Different emotions could be felt and 
all the attendees were visibly moved after witnessing their 
grandparents’ boundless affection for grandchildren. 
It was a memorable day for the grandparents- one they will cherish 
for a long time. 
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Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the one who prepares it today. -
Malcolm. 
 

Delhi World Public, Noida Extension, has set an 
unprecedented bar for itself by hosting its first audition of 
MUN 2022 on 15 and 16 October’22 with its phenomenal 
and humongous success.  
The beauty about this grand event lies in the sheer volume 
of acquired and provided talents. The Delegates, Student 
Officers, and the Executive Team members alike were all 
able to gain life skills on a learning curve that they could 
take on with them in their future endeavours. The aspects 
of internationalism, leadership, social and global 
networking, and opportunities to hone public speaking 
and debate skills were showcased meticulously. The 
representatives were enthusiastically and actively 
engaged in diplomatic discussions, debates, and 
deliberations.  

 
The rigorous process of planning and 
implementation of the conference was 
extremely fruitful for all the participants in 
terms of getting valuable insight. 



 

CREATE A SMILE - EMPATHY STYLE !! 
DWPS NE takes pride in its unique initiative - 
Community Connect Programme -a banner under 
which core values are inculcated and instilled among 
students.  
It is a matter of immense pride for DWPS NE to see 
it's students taking the initiative now to touch the lives 
of the lesser fortunate ones, especially during the 
festive season.   
 Our Community Connect Team with Taranjeet Singh, 
one such empathetic and benevolent student of class 
XII has opted to organise the ' Joy of Giving' initiative 
for the students of the two adopted educational 
institutions and the local labourers in the vicinity of 
DWPS NE. The endeavour to light up the faces of the 
underprivileged children and create a smile is a noble 
gesture which is so sublime. 

  DWPS NE - VOTED as No.1 SCHOOL as per TIMES SCHOOL SURVEY, in Greater Noida West  

 

Delhi World Public School NE has created another 
success story, for being ranked as No. 1 School as 
per TIMES SCHOOL SURVEY in Greater Noida 
West (Extension)                    
This moment of jubilation is the outcome of 
collaborated efforts of the efficient faculty members, 
ever supportive parent fraternity and our dear and 
loving students.  
DWPS NE expresses heartfelt gratitude to all the 
esteemed parents on this most prestigious 
achievement. We look forward to seeing the school 
soar high, striving relentlessly towards perfection 
with the advantageous support of our parent 
fraternity. 



 

The greatness of culture is found in its festivals and they are a time to share & care” 
Festivals are a time to celebrate our rich culture and take pride in our history and mythology. On the eve 
of Diwali, the students of DWPSNE presented an enthralling program and a special assembly with an 
assortment of dance, music, drama, prayer session, news reading and a lot more. The day was further 
made special by felicitating the proud achievers of the Class Xth & XIIth CBSE Board Examinations. A 
special celebration was also organized by the school management to gift the teachers with a day of dance, 
music, relaxation and celebration thus spreading the light of care, love and prosperity. 

    

   

  



 

TRIP TO GANDHI SMRITI

  

Hindi Shlok recitation competition was 
held in Prep class to enhance the 
speaking skills of the students. It also 
helps in improving the concentration 
span of the children. 

       

It’s yet another glorious day for the stars of Delhi 
World Public School, Noida Extension who have 
added more feathers to the cap by winning the 
second positions in both the Quizania (for class III) 
and the Tale Teller (for class IV) events at 
Sarvottam International School, Noida extension. 
The art of storytelling restores the power of 
imagination and instils hope again and again’ and 
the Champs of Class IV of DWPSNE have proved 
themselves to be the masters in this ancient art! On 
the other hand, our little competitors of class III 
have proved their mettle and the sharpness of their 
brains by flying out with bright colors in the quiz 
competition!  



 

Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension feels 
proud to announce that Darsh Aggarwal and Riyano 
Hooda won the Best Player of the Match Award in 
Kho Kho Championship 2022 -23.  
The school, determined to strive for the best, looks 
forward to more such moments of pride! 

The young scholars of DWPS NE -Harsh Khatri, 
Riya Singh, Jeetisha Kadamb and Neel Vats once 
again proved their mettle by securing First Position 
and 10000 Cash Prize in an Inter School-Idea 
generation, Entrepreneurship Competition 
organised by DME affiliated with GGSIPU on 14th 
October 2022. The students performed incredibly 
well and received appreciation and applause from 
judges; notably for an innovative idea, clarity, 
articulation and an exceptional perfect team co-
ordination.

 

PROUD TO BE 
THE BEST 

DWPS NE - VOTED as No.1 
SCHOOL as per TIMES SCHOOL 
SURVEY, in Greater Noida West 
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